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ABSTRACT
RENEWABLE OCEAN ENERGY SITE SELECTION USING A GIS:
GULF COAST POTENTIAL
by Thomas Paul Wissing
December 2013
Development of offshore renewable wind energy for coastal states, counties and
federally owned regions must account for numerous constraints and factors. In the
northern Gulf of Mexico, decisions on developing sites for renewable wind energy have
traditionally stemmed from environmental, socioeconomic, and political bases.
Environmentally, new renewable off-shore projects cannot infringe on wetlands, marine
sanctuaries, and fragile ecosystems (EFH). Placement of an offshore wind turbine should
not significantly impact the surrounding environment. Taking into account maritime
concerns, shipping lanes must not be impeded, and active military fly zones must be
avoided.
Offshore projects must be financially self-sustaining for states and counties.
Profit-sharing is important when within state waters (up to 3 nm), and federal oversight is
necessary when working outside of state waters and within federal waters (the 3 to 200
nm range). Each offshore variable that requires pre-deployment evaluation is location
specific and geographically significant, as well as interconnected with its surrounding
environment. Decisions involving development of offshore renewable wind energy sites
require analyzing the amount of available energy at specific locations; studying existing
activities, barriers, and exclusion zones; and providing results to the public. In this
research, a number of these factors impacting offshore renewable wind development were
11

combined in a Geographic Information System (GIS) -based site suitability model to
identify and map how key pieces interrelate.
The results indicated that there are limited, yet highly suitable locations for new
offshore wind projects along the northern Gulf of Mexico coastline and continental shelf
(near the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama), and that geo-spatial tools and
teclmiques can be used to make more efficient decisions using existing data, while
mitigating risks in the rapidly expanding industry of offshore renewable wind. Using
certain suggested turbine spacing and full capacity, the Central Planning Area ofthe Gulf
ofMexico could host over 5,000 wind turbines of variable sizes. Looking at three
turbines operating at 30% efficiency, and using a calculated average wind speed of 8.6
m/s at 90 m above the surface, there is an estimated 10.3-19 Gigawatt hours of energy
available in this area every year.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Annual electric consumption for the United States (as of2005) was roughly 4000
TWh (White 2008). Out of that total, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has estimated that roughly 40%, or
1600 TWh, is feasibly available as renewable energy, taking into account site restrictions,
'

legal, and public concerns (Musial and Ram 201 0). The largest portion of renewable
energy could be drawn from offshore wind power, from the shallow areas to water depths
of900 m (EERE and BOEMRE 2011 ; Watson 2008). In the coastal and estuarine
drainage regime of the northern Gulf of Mexico, offshore renewable energy projects
might easily meet per capita energy demands with proper planning and analysis.
Although there are planning scenarios around several coastal areas (Brower 2009;
Crowley 2005; EERE 2011 ; OEMM 2011a; OEMM 2011b; Watson 2008), no studies
have explored the potential for offshore wind energy in Louisiana and Mississippi coastal
waters.
As part of an NREL contract, A WS Truepower™ (A WS) conducted a wind
interpolation study and analysis, and estimated offshore wind speeds out to water depths
up to 60 m, at a height of 90 m above the surface, for the continental United States
(Brower 2009, 2010; EERE and BOEMRE 2011). Though floating turbines were not
deployed in 2010 (Watson 2008), since 2011 the first floating turbines have been
manufactured and are being tested. With newfound capabilities of deploying floating
turbines (in water deeper than 30m for sake of this study), site selection becomes less
restrained by the working depths of the continental shelf. Before floating turbines, 50 m
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was typically considered the maximum efficient depth for installation of wind towers
(Crowley 2005), and will be the limit used in this article.
The purpose of this study is to determine the spatial distribution of suitable areas
for future renewable off-shore wind energy along the Gulf Coast. This study aims to
analyze only the offshore environmental and navigational geospatial aspects, and the
calculated potential energy, while not approaching any socioeconomic or political
reasoning, shore-based power conversion, or electrical transmission and grid
connectivity. The A WS wind regimes provide the foundation and key wind speed data
used in this study.
Offshore energy development is limited to the protraction zones of the coastal
ocean (Figure 1) that partition the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the U.S.
(Hoagland 2007).
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Figure I. Offshore leasing areas of the Gulf of Mexico (GoM). The Gulf is divided up
into 3 sectors: West, Central, and East. Each sector has numerous protraction polygons
(gridded) that the federal government uses in diagramming specific areas of oversight.
This research focuses on the Wind Energy Areas of the Central Gulf zone (highlighted),
as predicted by the AWS study (EERE and BOEMRE 2011).

The EEZ defines an area within which the United States government has
exclusive rights to explore and use marine resources. The EEZ has been defined by law
in Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) working papers, and has also been well charted
(NOAA 2011). Hosting potential energy production resources, the EEZ is open to
development as long as the area is within 200 nm of delineated coastline. Figure 2
depicts every lease block inside the EEZ, spanning all GOM zones depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Analyzed Gulf of Mexico lease blocks. The entire EEZ, spanning from Texas
to the Florida Keys, has federally-designated leasing blocks (outlined in black). Lease
blocks within part of the Wind Energy Area (WEA) are shown by lighter shading.
The Cape Wind Energy Project's Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
was published in January 2009 by the Department of the Interior, Minerals Management
Service, which was the first document created by the U.S. government in an effort to
legally characterize the environmental impact that an offshore project has on surrounding
OCS waters (DOl 2010). This landmark EIS discussed all legal and environmental
impacts, from construction and operations to maintenance and decommissioning of the
Cape Wind proposal. This report clarified the federal jurisdiction guidelines, which are
used in this study along with territorial limits, to determine suitable sites for locating
northern Gulf of Mexico (nGoM) wind sites. By characterizing suitable locations based
on previously determined constraints and factors, we can clarify how the decision-making
process can be more easily coordinated and implemented by developers and lawmakers.
Ocean space, similar to good farmland, has high economic value. For the Gulf
Coast, as well as other U.S. coastal areas, there is competition for near-shore oceanic real
estate, where commercial fishing, oil and natural gas exploration, marine aquaculture,
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conservation, and shipping all have a need to use designated areas of the ocean
(Hoagland 2004). Decisions on offshore development can carry discernible long-term
impacts in multiple sectors and industries. Basing offshore energy development
decisions on more precise evaluation of multiple criteria, as shown in this study, sites can
readily be chosen to satisfy federal and state guidelines, while supporting the security of
United States resources. Figure 3 shows how jurisdiction plays a role in determining
federal and state ownership and rights.
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Figure 3. Maritime limits and boundaries. For Mississippi and Alabama, state owned
waters extend 3 run from mean high water (MHW), whereas Louisiana and Texas
ownership extends 3 run from mean high-high water (MHHW). Shoreline and water
levels help distinguish territorial limits and revenue rights (U.S. OCS 2010).
The combined agreement of the factors in play is one of the main drivers for the
Department of Energy's "Smart from the Start" initiative (DOl 2010), which aims to
make offshore leasing decisions based on more advanced, well-coordinated, and predetermined knowledge about the environment. When choices for renewable development
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are made with logical calculated weighting, as presented here, positive effects can be
realized through smarter decision making, more streamlined business sense and tasking,
and secured state and federal economic growth. In this research, ocean-based wind
power and the developmental limitations are combined as a reliable and functional
planning tool.
Identifying the factors, constraints, available and non-available sites, proves to be
significant on impacting energy production site selection along the Gulf Coast. The
former Mineral Management Service (MMS), now the Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management (BOEM), has conducted a study estimating economic costs to siting ocean
facilities (Watson 2008). The study indicated that the effective costs of running ocean
energy facilities are not a function of electric wattage output, but really a function of
structure placement and utility agreements. Deciding on a project location and estimating
electrical output therefore involves estimating energy consumption along with the
available renewable wattage. Combining the social and economic factors in a GIS-based
Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) technique proves increasingly useful when also merged
with environmental data analysis. A great example has been made via the Cape Wind
Energy Project, located off coastal Massachusetts. From a developer' s perspective,
existing constraints and activities influence site selection and development, while
environmentally, the maintenance and care of essential habitats takes priority.
Encroachment on other marine projects, navigation, or processes is not allowed, and
following previous environmental impact studies, such as that done by Cape Wind
Associates, an MCE based site suitability study was implemented to identify suitable
offshore wind locations along the Gulf Coast.
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Research Questions
The purpose of this study is to determine suitable sites available for offshore wind
power development along coastal Louisiana and Mississippi, and visualize the spatial
distribution of these sites to identify the best possible locations. By using a Weighted
Linear Combination, an MCE technique, along with a number of environmental layers,
this study shows how spatially-varying factors are combined to create a reliable planning
tool. Without being an official impact statement, this study follows the loose guidance of
a federal EIS, with the aim of proving simpler suitability studies are possible through
MCE. With a suitability map, developers can then differentiate the patterns in site
selection and know what to expect in some given location, rather than applying for
leasing properties where constraints (and thus unavailable or conflicting areas) exist. The
conclusions formulated address logical development, and make use of similar GIS-based
studies and methods that have been researched worldwide.
The major research questions explored in this study are: (1) What is the current
status of offshore space usage; and is there "room" for offshore wind energy systems?;
(2) Which compiled factors and constraints are required to make this study more robust
than similar projects?; (3) Can multiple factors be combined quantitatively to reasonably
assess the potential of offshore wind in the northern Gulf of Mexico?; (4) Where are the
most suitable locations for offshore wind technology placement?; and (5) What amount
of potential power can result from the defined area results?
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Background and foundational information to this study is discussed in Chapter II.
An introduction of the study site, description of the datasets, description of influential

factors, and illustration of the methodology, are provided in Chapter III. Chapter IV
presents the results, and Chapter V presents a summary of findings and recommendations
for future work.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Two centuries ago offshore wind energy was a theory, with no actual large-scale
operations. In the U.S., that has changed since 2005, when Congress passed the Energy
Policy Act (DOE 201 0), permitting alternative energy projects in the Outer Continental
Shelf. Since then, development of offshore wind has taken hold among multiple
companies worldwide, while several European countries have taken the lead in turbine
deployment and testing (EMEC 2005). It was estimated that by the year 2010, electricity
sourced from offshore winds would be tied into the United States' electrical grid (White
2008), yet lack of investment, lack of established rules or regulations, and economic
hardships have all acted to slow offshore wind development.
Another step was taken in 2007 with the Energy Independence and Security Act,
calling for an increase in research and development of renewable energy technology
(White 2008). Part of the 2007 legislation included an appropriation of $50 million to the
Secretary of Energy for each fi scal year from 2008 to 2012. That initial investment
helped to establish the Wind and Water Power Program (WWPP) inside of the
Department of Energy (DOE). The WWPP consults with the Department oflnterior
(DOl) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to establish
development and demonstration centers alongside several universities (White 2008).
By 2009, the U.S. was yet to have any operational offshore wind turbines
connected to an electrical distribution center, while there had been 199 offshore wind
turbines connected to the power grid in Europe (EMEC 2005; MTS 2010). A total of
eight European wind farms with a generating capacity of 577 MW existed by 2009,
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compared to the 373 MW installed through 2008. The European increase represented a
year-to-year growth rate of 54% (MTS 201 0). The European Wind Energy Association
(EWEA) as of March 2010 had expected to install enough offshore wind farms that they
could add 1 GW of distributable power to the electrical grid by 2011 (EMEC 2005; MTS
2010). Unfortunately for the U.S., the same comparable time-frame did not add any
offshore wind power to the grid, but featured increasing discussion about potential
development and growth in the sector, along with a few public and privately-backed
exploratory research projects.
Examples of Growth
In 1983, updated EEZ claims gave the U.S. exclusive jurisdiction of coastal ocean
resources out to 200 nm, which added over 3.9 billion acres of mineral rights to the U.S.
territory (U.S. DoD 1996). Within the EEZ, opportunities for growth remain mired by
technical, economic, environmental, and political risks and regulations. The first
promising offshore renewable development was ocean thermal energy conversion
(OTEC), but the renewable offshore market has since expanded to wind and water power
(Ross et al. 1990). Even with advances in legislation, less than 1% of the U.S. energy
consumption came from the ocean by the 1980's (Ross et al. 1990).
Management for the U.S. government's latest Renewable Energy Program (REP)
was finalized on April22, 2009. The DOl uses that REP to grant leases, easements, and
right-of-ways, while setting the ground rules for responsible offshore renewable energy
development (Musial and Ram 201 0). The development includes coordinating both
competitive and non-competitive leasing, as well as environmental and economic-related
site assessments. The DOl also monitors the siting, construction, revenue sharing, and
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eventual decommissioning of the offshore renewable power platforms (including wind,
solar, and hydrokinetic) (OEMM 2011b).
One of the first offshore wind projects submitted to the DOl came from privatelyowned Cape Wind Associates, LLC (CWA), a company that tendered a Construction and
Operations Plan (COP) that was signed on October 6, 2010 (with several revisions to
follow). The United States' first lease for commercial wind energy development on the
OCS enabled CWA to lease approximately 46 mi2 in Nantucket Sound. The 33-year
lease was planned to cost $88,278 in annual rent (payable to the federal government), not
inclusive of operational fees. The CWA site is located 4.7 miles offshore Cape Cod, MA,
with an intentional transmission cable landfall at Yarmouth, MA. In that project, CWA
estimated that they could produce a maximum capacity of 468 MW over 25 mi2 , which
would utilize 130 3.6 MW wind turbine generators (similar to that shown in Figure 4).
Looking at the demand of the local Massachusetts principality, it was estimated
that 468 MW would provide approximately 75% of electrical demand to local
populations, serving roughly 200,000 homes throughout Cape Cod, Nantucket, and
Martha's Vineyard (OEMM 2011a; OEMM 2011 b). CWA estimated that approximately
5.2 turbines could be erected per mi2 , evidence that the spatial planning aspect is critical
to pioneering a project of such capacity. Based on the CWA calculations, one square
mile hosting only five turbines could potentially power roughly 8,000 homes with
renewable, emission-free electricity.
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Figure 4. Depiction of a wind turbine. Reproduced from Siemens Wind Power, this
commercial offshore wind turbine has a design base with a 30 x 30 m footprint (The
Crown Estate 2011 ).
In moving forward, the CWA was asked to provide information in an
Environmental Assessment (EA) that would aid the federal government in drafting an
EIS. Serving as the first documents oftheir kind in the United States, the EA and EIS
were necessary to collate and describe multiple variables that play a role in offshore wind
development. Basing requirements on the oil and gas industry, the MMS provided the
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CWA with a list of information that is deemed noteworthy for such a project. The MMS
determined that the construction aspects had to evaluate physical criteria inclusive of
water depth, geological composition, length of transmission cable lines, extreme storm
wave height, and foundations. Environmentally, the proximity to the National Marine
Sanctuaries, Critical Habitat, FAA-managed airspace, and Avian and Mammal zones
must be surveyed. Additionally, the likelihood of any avian collisions had to be
estimated, according to the FWS specifications (MMS 201 0). The EA established for
Cape Wind helped to set guidelines that this study emulated in a new site selection
model.
GIS Research and Development
Recent development and strong growth in geospatial applications has given many
organizations and companies innovative mapping techniques and multi-criteria analysis
capabilities, key in implementing new energy strategies. Studies have also been
developed to merely calm the concerns from political factions and the public, relative to
landscape change (DOl 2010; Edwards 1986; EERE 201 1; EERE and BOEMRE 2011 ;
EMEC 2005; Hewson 2008; Khan 2004; MMS 2010). To date, few studies have taken a
comprehensive, ocean-based approach, and merged it with all of the distinct factors to
formulate actual offshore wind project sites for the northern Gulf of Mexico; however,
the necessary data is becoming more readily accessible and freely available. The key for
this study will be merging the variety of different data sources into one database, and
catering the output to focus on the north-central Gulf of Mexico.
Among newfound scholastic research, the University of South Florida took an
objective approach to marine renewable energy in 2008, trying to distinguish the
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differences in wind, solar, and water power. The most efficient power source was
concluded to be wind (Weisberg et al. 2010). In addition, the University of Delaware has
also conducted multi-criteria studies for siting a wind turbine on campus. They
conducted a thorough study by using a multi-criteria approach to determine site
suitability, while providing cost estimates (SED 2009).
In Japan, researchers found that the energy self-sufficiency rate was 19% in 2005
(Oide et al. 2009). With low self-sufficiency, renewable electricity became a mission,
with goals of capturing and utilizing up to 3 GW of wind power by 2010. Studying other
countries, Oide et al. showed that for 2005, Germany was able to produce 14 GW (5%)
and Denmark 3.09 GW (8%) of their power needs via wind. By looking at stable wind
data and constructing a Web Mapping Service (WMS), the authors created a Spatial Data
Support System (SDSS), selecting suitable areas for wind energy development based on
evaluation of various factors and national requirements. The amount of potential output
became the prevalent concept, as acceptable and non-acceptable sites were evaluated
using MCE. By basing estimates on 30, 50, and 70-m wind turbines, the authors mapped
optimal wind power sites. The authors implemented a three-step approach for their site
suitability model (Figure 5) and found a number of factors influencing energy production
including densely populated areas, active fault lines, parks, large sloped lands, and areas
of conservation.
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Figure 5. Simplified Japanese MCE flowchart. Their progressive flowchart aimed to
take basic wind maps, classify them by wind speed, and spatially rank and/or eliminate
areas using terrestrial-based criteria. Where constraints were lowest and winds highest,
development commenced (Oide et al. 2009).
In Indonesia, Dahuri (1991) conducted a study on coastal resource utilization and
sustainable development to identify planning and decision-making criteria for economic
development. The author found that the coastal areas were most ecologically suitable for
development because of low environmental impact and high estimated economic gain.
Though the study did not incorporate offshore criteria, the study used MCE, which can be
extended to this research. A separate study in Sweden focused on the politics of
renewable energy, where public perception and input was important to wind turbine
development and placement of structures (Khan 2004). The main focus of the study was
management and land use conflict resolution, something that is prevalent today in
offshore development for the U. S. (Khan 2004). Being a leader in that arena, Khan
(2004) described how multiple viewpoints must be well analyzed in making decisions
that impact the livelihood of the public, a discussion that lends itself to this study.
In deciding upon the spatial distribution of electric generating facilities, MeVicker
(1984) mapped the distribution of electric generation sites. The study depicted the
relationship and spatial patterns between electric generation, urban growth, technological
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change, and public concern. By using a theoretical framework of innovation diffusion
theory and linking it with station location and urbanization, the author revealed the
utilities' tendencies to cluster. Although this study steers away from power transmission
and distribution, it does aim to make reasonable location-based analyses when it comes to
potential wind power supply and power generation. The relevance and correlation
between population and power production (including cost efficiencies) does often follow
existing human activity zones (similarly, shipping lanes tend to lead to more heavily
populated port cities, and correlate with a higher demand for electricity).
There is a way to identify, locate, and evaluate all resources, estimating
production and modeling costs and benefits of potential projects. Scurry (2003) provided
tools and data to identify a renewable energy resource and its development. Building on
the ideas of a separate energy source and the factors involved with implementation of
electrical infrastructure, similar methodology can be applied to this study.
Though not related to energy resource, Frankie ( 1998) developed a decision
framework based on social, environmental, and economic considerations, pertinent to
coastal zone sustainable development. Using GIS and various use-case scenarios, the
author created a tool for modeling economic development in Croatia. However, this
study did not include offshore energy. As the U.S. is becoming more environmentally
scrutinized in offshore growth, similar considerations can be tied together to create new
scenarios for seaward development.
More recently, and focused on renewable marine hydrokinetics, Defne and others
(2011) established a methodology for selecting intracoastal river sites where they could
capture tidal current energy in Georgia. The authors excluded areas based on
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environmental and physical constraints and incompatibilities. Their study showed how
more up-to-date computing methods could be used to analyze such possibilities (Defne et
al. 2011). The MCE decision processes and GIS mapping techniques are an important
part of relaying similar information and mapped criteria in the northern GoM.
As discussed above, a number of studies have helped set the groundwork for
much ofthis research, merging multiple techniques to achieve hypothetical goals.
However, this study presents a new approach as opposed to previous studies because it
includes a number of layers to help with the decision-making process, focusing on the
off-shore realm of the Gulf Coast, and by depicting selected sites that have justifiably
passed more than a dozen specific constraint criteria.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The Wind Resource
Similar to the way exploration is necessary before oil and gas drilling
commences, wind field observation and estimation is necessary before turbine
deployment. In this study, wind field estimates were used from the coastal Louisiana and
Texas studies, where wind speeds were derived from A WS methods that were published
via NREL in December 2006. By using a global reanalysis of meteorological data on a
2.5 km resolution, A WS developed an offshore raster wind map (Figure 6). Modern
wind models are not typically found to be located at the center (termed the "nacelle") of
turbine blades, therefore speeds were extrapolated from historical data and surface
models to a height of90 m above the sea surface, and seaward to 60 miles. For state and
federal waters in the northern Gulf, final maps were constructed and released for most of
the Central and Western GoM (Figure 7) (Musial and Ram 2010; EERE and BOEMRE
20 11 ; Brower 20 10).
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Figure 6. A WS wind estimates for offshore Louisiana. The primary speeds shown are at
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(NREL 2006).
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classes are detailed for the nGoM (Figure 8) (NREL 2006).
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The Study Area
Federal regulation has split the Gulf of Mexico into three regional planning areas:
Western, Central, and Eastern. In trying to pinpoint areas for offshore renewable wind
energy development, the sole focus lies on blocks in the Central Planning Zone, where
AWS wind estimates have been provided (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Study area overview. The winds for the region initially show a range between
5.875 - 8.875 rn/s, as estimated by A WS. A total of 3,671 leases partially or wholly
intersect the central portion WEA (Heimiller 2010; NOAA 2011 ; NREL 2006).
This chapter discusses the variables used from established environmental,
oceanographic, and meteorological datasets with federal and state offshore development
mandates. A discussion ofthe MCE techniques that was used to help locate the most
suitable areas for development, while nullifying any sites that are of constraint-driven
concern, is also presented in this chapter. It is shown that the goal of identifying
available offshore wind sites can be met, and that discussion and portrayal of site
screening techniques can simplify the EIS process.
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Geo-locating new offshore platforms and devices will take into account multiple
factors and technical processes that cross several disciplines. The factors that are used in
this study are listed in Table 1, filong with their primary data sources.
Table I

Variables used for the multi-criteria study

FACTOR

SOURCE

Wind Speed (WEA) Regime

NREL

Shipping Lanes

NOAAMMC

Anchorage Areas

NOAAMMC

Essential Fish Habitats

NOAAMMC

Wrecks and Obstructions

NOAA; ENC Direct

Coral Reefs

National Marine Fisheries (NMF)

Wildlife Refuges & Protected Sites

National Fish & Wildlife Service (NFWS)

Boundaries and Jurisdictions

NOAAMMC

Active or Existing Platforms

NOAA MMC; BOEMRE

Block Leases; Protraction Diagrams

NOAA MMC; BOEMRE

Navigational Aids

NOAA

Submarine Cables and Pipelines

BOEMRE; NOAA

Artificial Reefs

NMF; State Departments of Marine Resources
(DMRs)
NOAAMMC

Submerged Lands Act & National Parks

Binary Suitability
The pass/fail screening approach is likely the easiest approach for spatial
modeling. In this approach, all criteria are determined to be either acceptable (" 1")or not
("0") so that overlaying them in combination presents a simplified pass/fail map. This
technique does not use any form of preferential assessment, and the binary determination
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of pass/fail simplifies the logic. A disadvantage to this approach is that all the input
factors have the same weight when combined. Equal weighting is likely unrealistic when
deciding on offshore wind development, because of the factors involved with
construction (i.e. proximity to shipping lanes or ports). Equal weighting also does not
allow for a sensitivity analysis with regard to specific criterion. The pass/fail screening
approach also assumes no second-best locations, or any relative suitability score in the
output. In the event one factor fails in any one location, the model will fail for that given
location as well (ESRI 2007).
For the primary result of this study, each factor is mapped and assessed in a
pass/fail binary method, and finally combined to get the final score for different potential
wind turbine locations. Binary approaches are discussed in depth by Eastman (1999),
and Boolean constraints give no leeway for prioritization, where all suitable areas are
valued as " 1" in the pass/fail system, regardless of position or other referencing factors.
By using Boolean intersections, all criteria are assumed to be constraints, and suitability
of one variable does not mean suitability in another. Pass/Fail is straightforward, yet it
might exclude or include actual misrepresented areas. The use of the Boolean method in
this study provided a tentative evaluation of suitable sites based on individual factors,
while the use of equal weighting and this method proved to be a preferred starting point.
The MCE Approach
The factors in MCE serve to enhance or detract from site suitability, a suitability
that can be based on an ordinal approach or a weighted calculation. Constraints limit the
consideration of sites by classifying them in a pass/fail fashion. In the pass/fail method,
areas unsuitable ("0") and suitable ("1 ") can then be delineated into weighted zones
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based on some subjective distance buffers, but this was not done because buffer distances
were built into the Boolean approach. Following the pass/fail method, a Weighted Linear
Combination (WLC) model was used. WLC is a type of MCE that produces ranked
outcomes, and is most commonly used in conjunction with GIS in spatial suitability and
site selection studies (Kar and Hodgson 2008). Each factor is assigned a weight and rated
to different groups, which can be subjective (Kar and Hodgson 2008). The rating for
each factor is multiplied with a corresponding weight, and all weighted layers are
summed to determine suitability scores. This is shown by Equation 1.
Suitability Score =

2:? .Fi * wi

Equation 1. (Eastman 1999)

Suitability Score equals the rating F for factor i, times the weighting w for factor i,
over the summation of n factors. The sum of weights equals 1 (Kar and Hodgson 2008).
Using suitability scoring along with Pass/Fail screening allows for the score of zero to be
given to those constraints that fail to meet primary development criteria, and then
weighted scores could be given to suitable locations based on water depth, presence of
EFH, wind speed, and distance from shore. Multiplying each of the represented variable
layers (within a cell) by the weighting factor allows for a summation of the results, and
an aggregate of the individual blocks reveals the highest scoring cells that are most
acceptable for offshore wind development.
Using WLC allows for a continuous suitability map that can mask any constraints
(Eastman 1999; Kar and Hodgson 2008; Salman-Mahini et al. 2006). By overlaying or
combining the layers, each factor is represented geographically as a whole by using
logical operators as discussed. Every raster cell (or lease block) represents where habitats
intersect and factors play a role in site selection.
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A map reveals the optimal locations for development where EFH is least
prevalent (based on percent area), revealing more suitable locations.
Data Descriptions
The Multipurpose Marine Cadastre (MMC) hosts several datasets: jurisdictional
boundaries and limits, federal regulations, federal agency regions, navigation, marine
'

I

infrastructure, seafloor geology and bathymetry, human activity, marine habitat, and
biodiversity. NOAA and the former Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation
and Enforcement (BOEMRE) led the effort of organizing the spatial data and the data
providers so that BOEMRE' s Renewable Energy Program, private sector users, fisheries,
and the resource management community at large, could all efficiently interact with one
another in offshore renewable energy project planning and permitting. In creation of the
MMC, issues around alternative energy siting, aquaculture, ocean space leasing, and
marine conservation, have all become more inter-related, as a newer foundation has been
created in the field of marine geospatial planning (NOAA 2011). The NOAA-hosted
MMC is key for compiling and presenting related offshore datasets, providing data in
proprietary formats that can be used in eliminating questionable development sites. A
discussion of the datasets that came from MMC and other sources, including the source's
methods used in evaluation, are presented in the following sections. Before analysis, all
data sets were converted to World Geodetic Survey 1984 datum and Universal
Transverse Mercator projection Zone 15 N. For easier implementation ofthe
methodology, a raster data model at lOOm x lOOm resolution was implemented.
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Major Shipping Fairways
In order not to impede the major shipping channels of the NGoM, the major
fairway routes were obtained from the NOAA MMC. It was decided that a 2 run buffer
would ensure that wind turbine blades do not cross into the right-of-way of vessels. A
raster layer depicting Euclidean distance from the fairways was created, which was
reclassified such that areas beyond 2 run were classified favorable and assigned a value of
" 1", and areas within the buffer were considered unfavorable and assigned a value "0".
Existing Platforms
Mapped platforms come from a BOEMRE-released dataset hosted via the NOAA
MMC, and consist of oil and gas platforms both active and not. Assuming that nothing
can be built on a parcel under existing development, a 200 m buffer was created around
each platform. The point data representing the location of each platform was obtained
from BOEMRE. This distance will allow for a roughly 100-150 m easement of any
turbine blades, allowing safety of any operational activity. For easy implementation, the
Euclidean distance layer created around each platform was reclassified, so that all
distances greater than or equal to 200 m remain favorable (assigned a value of" 1") when
accounting for maneuverability of ships.
Among the most dynamic aspects to site selection is active lease mapping and
development. The active leases (Figure 9) may be ineligible or excluded as areas for
development, but it is difficult to determine active lease areas due to the size of the leases
and the sometimes limited footprint a platform might have over hundreds of acres.
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The active leases do not necessarily mean that platforms exist on site, they merely
represent active holdings of the lease by some third party, and so active leases are not
necessarily unsuitable.
e
-

Active Leases

Coastal Counties

Figure 9. Active leases in the northern GoM. Particularly in the WEA, active leases may
be obstacles to development. Active leases do not necessarily mean platforms exist, but
they may be under survey, on hold for future development, or simply lying dormant for
future possible oil and gas production.
Anchorage Zones
Any development inside anchoring zones would not be acceptable as it would
interfere with shipping activity, and also be an unsafe practice with wind turbines and
construction activities taking place close to anchored vessels. The anchorage areas were
defined by the NOAA MMC, and if they fell within the WEA, they were marked as
Boolean constraints. The zones were ascribed a value of "0" where unfavorable, making
everywhere outside of an anchoring zone favorable for development (assigned a value of
" 1"). In addition, a 2 nm buffer around the anchor zone was given to account for the
vicinity of turbine construction.
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Wrecks and Obstructions

The obstruction data from NOAA ENC Direct provides locations where objects
may interfere with navigation or development. These items include fish havens,
wellheads, snags or stumps, and other (non-specific) hazards. After computing Euclidean
distance around each impediment, the raster was reclassified into Boolean parameters. If
there is a known object on or near the seabed within 100 m, it is marked unfavorable
("0"). Locations outside of 100 m were denoted favorable (" 1") for possible site
selection.
Navigational Aids, Buoys, and Lights

To avoid development on or near navigational aids, buoys, lights, or channel
markers, a 200m buffer was assumed. Using the data obtained from NOAA depicting
the placement of these items, straight-line distance was computed around each item. The
locations within 200 m of each item were deemed unfavorable ("0"), and all locations
beyond 200m are favorable ("1 ").
Coral Reef Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)

The northern Gulf of Mexico consists of both artificial and natural reefs, the data
which was accessed via the NOAA MMC and state offices. The point data for reef
habitats was geo-coded to generate the point, which was converted to a raster layer along
with the coral EFH zones. It was decided that unfavorable ("0") areas mark the presence
of corals within 1000 m, and the favorable ("1") areas represent areas beyond 1000 m
from any coral reef habitats. The raster layer generated was reclassified into a binary
layer comprised of"O" and " 1" values.
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Pipelines
The pipeline data obtained from the NOAA MMC was converted to a raster layer
and a buffer of 100 m width was created surrounding each pipeline. The areas that were
marked "0" or unfavorable, were either pipelines or within 100m of pipeline, and the
areas beyond 100m were marked " 1" or favorable for development, with less potential
for catastrophe.
Submarine Cables
Submarine cables are an important infrastructural component. The polyline layer
representing cable lines was acquired from the NOAA MMC. Similar to pipelines, a
buffer layer of 100 m width was created around each cable line such that the areas within
100m cables were considered unfavorable and given a value of"O". All the areas
beyond 100m buffer were assigned a value of"1" and were deemed favorable for
development.
Fish and Wildlife Refuges
The National Marine Sanctuaries Act prohibits the destruction, loss of, or injury
to, any marine sanctuary and requires federal consultation so resources are not harmed or
destroyed. It is because of rules put in place that Marine Sanctuaries stay protected (DOl
2009). With conservation in mind and to protect marine sanctuaries, a 2 nm buffer was
assumed for protecting each refuge and the wildlife within it. Using the fish and wildlife
refuge polygon data obtained from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the 2
nm buffer was created around each refuge. The area was limited to two refuges, but the
Mississippi/Louisiana sound holds barrier islands that prove critical in many regards.
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All areas within the buffer were marked unfavorable ("0") and areas beyond the
buffer were considered favorable ("1 ") for development.
Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)
The Gulf of Mexico has a fish management council (GMFMC) that establishes
and monitors near- and off-shore habitat areas. The oil and gas industry is not mandated
to avoid development inside certain EFH zones, merely because the areas are so large.
The diversity and vast spatial presence of the EFH areas would stop any development if
using a pass/fail approach. According to the existing platform maps and 2005 EFH
records, every single platform (1 00 percent) lies within at least one EFH, spanning 4865
total lease blocks. Due to the fact that several species are migratory, building inside the
EFH areas is assumed to be acceptable by law and regulation. The key factor is to avoid
those EFH which are static, the only known one being coral reefs. Therefore, coral reefs
were the only EFH that underwent the pass/fail screening. The remaining EFHs are
ranked by percent area coverage (Table 3). By calculating the total area of all the
Shrimp, Reef Fish, Stone Crab, Red Drum, and Migratory Pelagic Fish, and then
evaluating each by percent coverage, suitable sites can be ranked based on how much
more suitable an area is, as it is subjected to coexistence with EFHs.
Other Factors
The Desoto Canyon, south of Mobile and the Viosca Knoll, is too dynamic of a
geological structure to host moored turbines. With steep slopes and deep canyon depths,
it would not be satisfactory for building. With the addition of possible slumping and
sediment failures, the Desoto area is excluded, and it also lies outside the viable
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development zone. The rest of the Central Zone has not been noted as having significant
geological impacts to piling construction.
Regarding National Parks, there are only two located near the barrier island
chains of coastal Mississippi. Even with a 2 nm buffer around the parks, they do not fall
within existing federal lease blocks. Knowing the proximity of the parks to shore, they
were not considered for developing sites. Military Zones located near the Alabama and
Mississippi State line were also excluded. With the military presence along the Gulf
coast, flying routes and radar interference is limited and monitored for national defense
efforts. Knowing that these military fly zones are outside the considered wind energy
areas (to the east), this became an automatic exclusion, without the need for Boolean
analysis. Another factor influencing location of wind energy sites are marine protected
areas (MP As). There are both federal and state MPAs, which were given a 2 nm buffer if
they have high restrictions to development. However, where oil and gas structures thrive,
so can renewable energy platforms. Therefore, the presence of an MP A is not necessarily
shown to halt development (Silva et al. 1986).
Table 2 summarizes the developmental factors and constraints evaluated in the
Pass/Fail screening, along with the Euclidean distance buffers used in the site suitability
model.
Table 2

Euclidean distance buffers as applied
Variable

Buffer

Shipping Lanes

2 nm

Existing Platforms

200 m

Anchorages

2 nm
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Table 2 (continued).
Variable

Buffer

Wrecks and Obstructions

I 00 m

Navigational Aids and Buoys

200 m

Coral Reef EFH

I 000 m

Artificial Reefs

2 nm

Pipelines and Sub Cables

I 00 m

National Fish & Wildlife Refuges

I 000 m

National Parks

2 nm

Louisiana State & Federal MPAs, and Submerged

2 nm

Lands Act (SLA) locations

MCE Implementation
Since the variables mapped are located offshore, the straight-line (Euclidean)
distance was used to provide weight ratings that are then used in ordinal combination.
Each distance was given equal weight. After creating maps inclusive of any necessary
buffered distances, it is important to take the Pass/Fail constraints and convert those to
gridded data (for simplified geoprocessing). Once rasterized and reclassified, all of the
distance-buffered layers are compiled into one 100 m scaled raster, revealing the most
optimal sites.
Once appropriate lease blocks were located, they were then restricted based on
depth, so that any lease blocks at depths > 50 m were eliminated. With the extraction of
those locations, the next step was to take into account the percent area presence of EFH,
the wind speed, and the distance from shore. Rating of each EFH is based on the total
area represented by all EFHs. With the wind regimes, rating is based on estimated wind
speed, with the highest speeds receiving the highest preference score.
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Although not included here, the raster layers (discussed above) could be defined,
reclassified, and merged, so that by ranking, summation could allow choosing of the
highest suitable locations.
Potential Power Calculations
Annual energy output was calculated using the three different rotor diameters
from two manufacturers (GE 2013; Siemens AG 2013), an average nacelle height of90
m, and the average wind speed of7.125- 7.625 m/s. In addition, the annual electricity
consumption for a coastal residence is estimated to be 12,000 kWh/yr or 1 MW per
month, and can be calculated using
P = 0.5 * p *

P *A

Equation 2. (Ragheb and Ragheb 2011)

where P equals wind power in Watts, p is the density of air (estimated to be 1.2 kg!m\ V
is the velocity of wind (m/s), and A is the rotor-swept area (m2).
An important understanding to have in wind power production is that the power
output is proportional to the upstream wind speed cubed, and that some interference must
be accounted for in estimating downstream power. Using power flux and kinetic energy
equations, Ragheb and Ragheb (20 11) examined the Alfred Betz wind power theories and
showed that performance of a turbine is equal to the ratio of the potential power to the
kinetic power. That ratio, in other words, gives a coefficient, Cp, to represent the capacity
factor (CF), how much potential power exists versus how much is actually captured
(kinetic). In optimal conditions, the downstream wind velocity should be one third of
upstream wind velocity (Ragheb and Ragheb 2011). The solution to Cp equals 0.593 or
16/27 or 59.3%, referred to as the Betz Limit or Criterion. Although the Betz Limit
approaches 60%, modem wind turbines typically show lower performance coefficients,
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and a Cp of 0.4 or 2/5 or 40% is recorded as more practical (Ragheb and Ragheb 2011 ).
Estimates of production in this study accounted for an even lower Cp value of 30%, given
blade surface roughness that may increase in offshore conditions, frictional loss, or
mechanical inefficiencies.
Adopting these solutions, the maximum power that can be generated from wind will be
equal to:

Pmax = 0.59259 * p/2

* r;3 * (7rD2/4)

Equation 3. (Ragheb and Ragheb 2011)

Big differences can occur with power, depending on the actual wind turbine. For a sealevel wind turbine with rotor diameter D operating at 15° C and air density 1.225 kg/m3,
the power generated will be:

P = 0.48 x r;3 x D2

Equation 4. (Ragheb and Ragheb 2011)

So, the annual energy output of a wind turbine (in kWh) will be:
E = 0.48

* 8760/ 1000 * Cp * r;3 * D 2

Equation 5. (Ragheb and Ragheb 2011)

Where:
E

=

annual energy output in kWh

Cp = efficiency factor of the wind turbine

V = wind speed in m/s
D = rotor diameter of the wind turbine in meters

To get a result in kWh the number of hours in a year (8760) is divided by 1000.
For mean wind speeds, the average range of7.125 -7.625 m/s is used as upper and lower
limits. Also, wind speed is going to be impacted by the change in nacelle height or
vertical position through the air column, and the surface roughness (Ragheb and Ragheb
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20 11). The roughness length for the surface of water is typically measured as 0.001 , and
that plays a role as wind speeds are extrapolated to certain vertical heights. The wind
speed at a certain height above ground level is computed using:
vh = v 10 * log (h/z) I log (10/z)

Equation 6. (Ragheb and Ragheb 2011)

Where the vertical wind speed for 90 meters uses:
vh

= wind speed at height h in m/s

v 1o = wind speed at a height of 10 meter in m/s (as estimated or observed)

z = roughness length of the site in meter (0.001)
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Optimal sites with the least amount of ancillary interference were found where the
cost is least advantageous, furthest off-shore. Since construction costs increase offshore,
site-selection results might change as finances become a factor. Because the costs of
building changes based on turbine and construction costs, distance-related construction
costs were not deemed a factor, instead, distances in the form of buffers were used for
each independent variable. Based on the model, the result was a limited number of sites
(based on lease blocks) that meet necessary development criteria. This chapter discusses
the outcomes of the constraint and factor screens, how they interact when combined, and
the calculated wind energy area that may be realized for development. Given the
subjectivity of the chosen straight-line distance buffers, and the variety ofweighting, the
most suitable areas were mostly located outside state waters.
In March 2012, records indicated that there were a total of 4,419 leases for 12,409
blocks in the Central Planning Area (CPA) (BOEM 2012). The highest analyzed winds
were near the Texas-Louisiana border, in or near the western Gulf of Mexico. The
evaluated leases in the central zone (to the east) showed lower average wind speed
estimates. It wasn't until after more analysis that sufficient wind regimes, exceeding
Class III winds, were estimated for the WEA (NREL 2006). Results of the shipping
fairway screen eliminated main thoroughfares, and added a 2 nm (3.7 krn) buffer,
allowing for traffic and platform movement during construction phases (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Major shipping lanes. A 2 run buffer allows for a Boolean evaluation.
Suitable areas are valued 1 outside the lanes and buffer.
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Figure 11 depicts the delineation of anchorages that were eliminated and buffered.
The figure also displays the charted Artificial Reef locations, coral reef protected sites,
fish and wildlife refuges (FWS), and the EFH for Reef Fish. The 349 known reefs are
unsuitable developmental sites, and are recorded with the Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS). The FWS distance buffer impacted only those blocks within 2 run of either the
Breton or the Delta National Wildlife Refuge (Figure 12). The secondary evaluation used
a buffer of 1 km, which allows some partial blocks to remain in the suitable category.
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Figure 11. Reef habitats, wildlife zones, and anchorages. The anchorage constraint
allows construction not to interfere with existing ship anchor sites. Along with that, the
Reefs are critical habitat, both natural and artificial. Coral zones though are unsuitable do
not have a buffer, because structures also attract fish and create new habitat.
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Figure 12. Wildlife refuges off east Louisiana. The Delta National Wildlife Refuge
(NWR) and the Breton NWR lies to the southwest and the center of the figure
respectively.
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For construction, navigation, and electric transmission reasons, factors that will
influence development include where navigational aids, cables and pipelines are located.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of known navigational buoys and lights, bathymetric
pipelines, and submarine cabling. It also highlights the space within 200 m that is
unsuitable for construction.
.1.

Nav Aids & Buoys
Pipelines

Figure 13. Navigation aids and subsurface infrastructure. Pipelines run throughout the
WEA, while Navigational aids and channel markers are located around shipping lanes
and anchorages.
Additional navigational problems could be posed by mapped obstructions
including old wellheads, snags, stumps, and described fish havens. For this purpose, any
known obstruction becomes an unsuitable development point (Figure 14). Therefore, a
100 m buffer was applied so that a safety radius exists. The only areas protected by the
Submerged Lands Act, falling in and near National or State Parks, were found to be
located around the Mississippi sound. The area shown in Figure 15 is a subset from the
larger WEA, and because the available federal lease blocks are outside the area of
consideration, the NPS sites pose no suitability restriction.
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Figure 14. Obstructions and wrecks. The study area contains 121 wellheads and 7
designated fish havens.
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Figure 15. National Parks. The Gulf Islands National Seashore and Jean Lafitte National
Historic Park and Preserve are in the vicinity.
Existing platforms are very dynamic and difficult to track. The existing points
(Figure 16) attempt to capture current platform locations as of 2011, excluding them from
the suitability model. As mentioned before with the EFH factor, there were 4865
platforms in this WEA polygon.
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_Figure 16. Existing platforms. Where existing platforms are located, construction is not
available, and a buffering distance of 200 m would create enough space for turbine
rotation.
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Figure 17. Overlay of important EFHs. The GMFMC database allowed the mapping of
critical habitats and migration patterns of multiple GOM species.
The final environmental factors impacting the development of wind energy sites
would be the EFH territories (Figure 17). The largest EFH is that of pelagic fishes that
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migrate over the OCS as well as near-shore. With little to no impact from oil and gas
leasing permits, it is decided that every EFH would not be taken into account or used in
weighting the final location selection, instead the total area of each EFH and the
appropriate ranked weighting was estimated for comparison purposes (Table 3).
T~ble 3
I'
I

EFH area-based weighting
EFHType

,,

I

t

Total Area
(krn2)

'L

Percent Weight
(100% Sum)

Rank by Size

Reef Fish

343783.98

0.288

Coastal Migratory

338806.31

0.284

2

Shrimp

270926.82

0.227

3

Stone Crab

121838.72

0.102

4

Red Drum

74518.16

0.064

5

Coral

42198.91

0.035

6

Note. Combined EFH area is > 1.2 M km2• Each type represents some percent o f the whole, and is
weighted as such. Only the Coral EFH is used in a Boolean approach, as discussed.

Wind
The A WS Truepower™ data layers provided an average offshore wind speed at a
height of 90 m above the surface, which represents the information that can be useful in
wind resource development for certain coastal areas in the Gulf of Mexico (Heimiller and
Haymes 201 0). The compiled wind data showed that this WEA has an estimated range of
5.875 to 7.625 m/s, with an overall average of6.75 +/- 0.57 m/s standard deviation from
the mean. The WEA has a total of91 ,525 cells, and more than 92.58% of the area has an
average greater than or equal to 7.125 m/s. In addition, less than 1% of the WEA
averages speeds lower than 6.38 m/s. A larger scale map of the higher wind speeds for
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the eastern WEA is shown in Figure 18, while the post-processed map (Figure 19) shows
the selected sites available after the suitability methodology was run.
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Figure 18. Eastern WEA blocks and speed estimates.
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Figure 19. Selected blocks of the Mississippi Sound.

The primary selected blocks (Figure 19) are the remainder of the preferred sites
that cleared the MCE and exist in the northeast portion of the WEA. Six (6) blocks are
shown inside of state waters, while the rest lie within the contiguous zone and in deeper
(30-50 m) water. The results of the MCE for the central portion of the study area include
state and federal blocks that are shown with wind speed (Figure 20) and are highlighted
in Figure 21. The MCE for the western portion of the WEA showed that all suitable
blocks lie outside the 12 nm contiguous limit line (Figure 22). The combination of factors
used in the MCE eliminated almost 87% of the blocks in the central region (Figure 23).
Of the 4527 blocks evaluated, only 603 or 13.3% of those remained as preferred locations
that do not show interference with existing patterns of use (Figure 24).
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Figure 20. Central WEA blocks and speed estimates.

Figure 21. Center area of the selected blocks. Available blocks lie mostly outside of 12
nm, but 7 blocks are within the contiguous zone.
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Figure 22. West portion of the selected blocks. There are no state-shared leases
available in the western portion of the WEA. All blocks that passed the Boolean and
depth selection process are outside of 12 run.

Figure 23. Denied blocks. The red outlines those lease blocks which failed the constraint
and combined factor suitability tests.
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Figure 24. Initial accepted blocks. The yellow lease blocks highlighted here all passed
the criterion of the distance and location buffers.

After eliminating those blocks in water depths greater than 50 m, 244 of the 603
blocks remained; this is less than half of the original blocks (Figure 25). The 5.4%
representation of available blocks was evaluated based on the location within the WEA.

Figure 25. Representative blocks less than 50 m depth.

According to a Siting Issue Panel (Hewson 2008), lower production costs are a
product of using higher wind classes. To make reasonable estimates for wind power
density, the DOE NEMS Model uses Class IV or higher wind speeds (averages > 7 m/s or
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15.5 mph). The preliminary Wind Energy Atlas by NREL (Hewson 2008) showed that
the coastlines of Louisiana and Mississippi were only Class II regions. However, that
estimate was based on 10 and 50 m heights above the surface and before the
Truepower™ model compilation began. The bar graph in Figure 26 reflects the sampled
distribution with more feasible speeds, at the 90 m height.
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Figure 26. Wind distribution for the studied WEA. The wind speed estimated values
shown on the y-axis are 1000 times the meter per second wind speed.

Suitability
After running the analysis using every constraint as a Boolean, the result was a
suitability map (Figure 27) depicting the spatial distribution of locations suitable for
location of wind turbines to generate power from off shore wind. This doesn't take into
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account certain EFH habitats and a few other constraints, but it does highlight the leases
that are capable of supporting offshore wind turbine development in the northern GOM.

Suitable Blocks < 50 m

Figure 2 7. Final suitable block selection in the estimated WEA. The blocks highlighted
have not been weighted using percent EFH, distance from shore, or available wind speed
at the location.

The mapping of optimal sites using different criteria and a Boolean method
showed that there were approximately 122 suitable blocks with an average wind speed
ranging from an estimated 7.125 - 7.625 rn/s. The total area of the available blocks is
about 573 mi 2 or 1484 km2 . According to an NREL (2006) study, if one mesoscale grid
cell of 4 km2 could support 20 MW of offshore wind (at 5 MW per km2), the final 122
blocks could potentially support 7420 MW of wind capacity, fully utilized. With a
capacity factor of 30%, or one-third, with one 5 MW turbine per km2, the available
blocks will have wind capacity of about 24 73 MW or 2.4 7 G Wh.
The Calculated Potential
Originally, as per the Hewson (2008) rule of thumb for spacing wind turbines, a
1.5 MW turbine design needed 40 acres of space. Yet with the growth of turbine sizes,
the rule has changed and now the space requirement for one turbine is proportional to 4-5
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times the rotor diameter (Hewson 2008). Given the three industrial turbine designs are
greater than 1.5 MW, Table 4 shows the more feasible calculated potential for electricity.
Table 4
Turbine specs and estimated count

Turbine Class

Rotor diameter 5x rotor
.i
[m]
diameter
I
spacmg
I

GE4.1 MW
Siemens 3.6 MW
Siemens 6 MW

113
120
154

565 m
600 m
770m

#per mi

Total rated MW per mi

!
9
9
9

36.9
32.4
54.0

Sources. GE Company 20 13 and Siemens AG 2013.

With the given rotor diameters and an estimated five times diameter spacing, all
three offshore turbine classes' show a potential for the placement of roughly 9 turbines
per square mile. Over the entire area covered by the accepted 122 blocks (573 mi2), that
translates into a total of2401 -4624 turbines, depending on type. Using the diameter
spacing requirements and a capacity factor of 30%, the results revealed that the total
potential electric generation could reach the 4.32- 5.68 GW/hr range, dependent on the
number and type of turbine deployed.
Table 5 shows the potential generated electricity based on the Betz calculation
methods for wind power and derived potential energy. By using a CF of30% and
extrapolated average speeds up to 8.6 m/s, the three turbines would generate about 10.25
- 19.03 GWh per year. Using the number of 1 MWh per month per residence in coastal
counties, 853 to 1585 households could be powered at any time by each wind turbine.
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Table 5

Calculated potential energy

Rotor diameter 0 (m)
Rotor Windswept Area (m2 )
Hub height (m)
Surface Roughness (length in m)
Air density estimate

(kg/m 3)

GE
4.1 MW

Siemens
3.6MW

Siemens
6MW

113

120

154

10,029

11,3 10

18,627

90

90

90

0.001

0.001

0.001

1.225

1.225

1.225

Power at 7. 125 m/s mean speed (MW)

2.22

2.51

4.13

Extrapolated speed @ 90 m height, roughness (m/s)

8.6

8.6

8.6

Max Power@ 60% Betz Limit (MW)

2.32

2.6 1

4.30

Max Power @ 30% Betz Limit (MW)
Energy @ 7.125 m/s mean speed, I 0 m height, On
Land, @ 30% CF (MWh/yr)
Energy @ 90 m height, with extrapolated mean
wind speed of 8.6 m/s, Over Water, @ 30% CF
(MWh/yr)

1.17

1.32

2.18

5,826.10

6,570.28

10,820.88

10,245. 16

11 ,553.79

19,028.45

According to Table 5, wind speeds greater than 7.125 rnfs represent a good
potential resource with a wind power class rating ofiV, while 7.5 - 8 m/s averages
receive a wind power class rating V, deemed excellent (Pasqualetti 2004).
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The official protraction diagrams span zones 15 and 16 in the Gulf of Mexico.
Important areas that can be considered for development lie in individual segments, or
may be found in the Ewing Bank, Mississippi Canyon, Mobile, and Viosca Knoll.
Instead of applying for and then evaluating offshore leases that require follow-up
evaluations, the better approach is to identify the suitable/unsuitable (pass/fail) areas
offshore to eliminate those that would not pass stringent impact studies. With known
pass/fail criteria, it will be possible to apply for leases for areas satisfying EIS standards,
which will save the time and money required for duplicative studies. This study is unique
as it explores site suitability using an MCE technique for locating off-shore energy
production infrastructures, a method not yet conducted for the northern Gulf of Mexico.
To fully understand the problems of developing renewable offshore wind energy,
there has to be a sound review of all the restrictions and concerns. The most controlled
aspect to offshore development revolves around governmental rules and regulations.
Additionally, several datasets, such as those representing marine, atmospheric, or
anthropogenic, are needed as input to evaluate the suitability of locations for wind turbine
siting. In this study, these datasets were manipulated using spatial analysis and WLC
with Pass/Fail screening approach. As seen here, it is possible to use a number of spatial
and non-spatial variables to determine the best sites for locating turbines for generating
wind energy. Taking into account the results, it is evident that approach to offshore wind
development can serve as a viable preliminary study, accounting for multiple public and
governmental concerns. For those most impacted by development, it is not reasonable to
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think that wind energy will cause anymore destruction of habitat or pollution than that of
oil and gas production.
Analysis should demonstrate that cable routing minimizes impacts to water
quality, Submerged Aquatic Vegetation, the shoreline environment, and benthic
resources. Overland routes and construction cannot harm wetlands, or take away from
existing, income-producing activities. That is why routing and shore-side work is
critical. One should also assess the potential indirect impacts of turbine placement on
changes in currents and sediment transportation. Evaluation of the potential impacts
(positive and negative) from introducing these "artificial reefs" (turbine structures) is also
a necessary study.
·By exploring previous project plans (i.e. the Cape Wind Project and the Atlantic
Wind Connection Project), the distance from electrical production platform to
transmission should typically be less than 20 miles due to limited electrical cable
capability. Therefore, near shore sites score more favorably than sites further offshore.
Even with the advent of floating turbines that can be deployed at most any coastal depth,
electrical transmission cables are limited by the distance they can carry voltage.
Local Property Value Impacts
In early industry discussion and planning sessions, siting wind turbines near
residential areas became a concern, since nearby homeowners worried about changes to
property value. Ofthe 11 impact studies completed, the consensus of 7 studies was that
wind farms could have the effect of lowering property values, while 4 studies claimed no
impact (Hewson 2008). Importantly, these studies were for land-based turbines. Offshore studies do not exist as turbines move over the horizon. In the northern Gulf of
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Mexico, it is important to note that offshore oil and gas platforms already exist and have
existed near-shore and within viewing range of several coastal residents for many years.
Therefore, the addition of offshore wind turbines, even more seaward of existing
platforms, should have minimal and/or no influence on public property. Property value
impact is a perfect example of private and public interest conflicts, where sound
economic theory and feasibility studies play a significant role (Edwards 1986).
Another important note is that wind turbines create no air emissions; they are a
source for clean and renewable energy. There are a few limiting factors of wind turbines.
First, the environment (i.e. storms, exposure to the sea and salt spray, and actual wind
supply) can limit electrical generation. Also, turbines are noted as noisy in terrestrial
environments (nearing 105 decibels), creating low frequency ambient noise levels at long
distances. On land, locating turbines near airfields and airports can cause radar
interference. However, off-shore and outside of military use zones, they pose minimal, if
any, risk (Hewson 2008).
In coastal zone management, conflicts between public and private interests often
take place (Edwards 1986). When salt farms spread across the coastline and landscape
200 years ago, Americans cared less about the visual impact. Today, Americans are
aware that offshore wind can actually serve as an economic engine, reducing air
pollution, and mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, yet the "visual burden" of offshore
projects comes into question. Wind energy is the fastest-growing sector of the global
electric power industry, and several companies have proposed to build large wind
turbines and utility-scale electric power-generating facilities in the coastal waters of the
United States. Renewable, nonpolluting sources of energy are needed, but side effects
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can include seascape degradation, impact on wildlife, and overall disruption of existing
human usage patterns.
Factors such as avian flight and migration patterns, as well as fishing patterns,
have been a concern in many wind turbine construction forums. The industries that rely
heavily on offshore ecosystems must find solace and confidence in new offshore projects.
Although wind farms are controversial around the United States, they can serve as
sustainable energy providers as abundant, renewable resources.
Recognition of public policy and the need for multidisciplinary studies has
become more pronounced. When an input/output model can merge coastal economies
with marine data, linear systems and sub-models can be linked and described. This
research builds upon the previously conducted methodologies (discussed in the
background section) and also incorporates a matrix of multipliers into calculations similar
to that conducted by Jin et al. (2003).
The spatial variability of oceanic currents and wind has been studied for hundreds
of years. Ever since sailors traveled between continents, the wind and currents have been
used for expediting trips as well as circulating vast amounts of seawater around the globe.
Coastally, those two components play a crucial role; with the changing oftides we
observe changes in environmental parameters, biological activity, and changes in
morphology and geology as well. Wind and currents are a large source of potential
energy. Much work has been done to quantify the amounts of energy in the Gulf Stream,
where average ocean current speeds are much greater than those near the Gulf coast shelf.
The low activity of both waves and tides along Gulf coast states make them low priority
in development of new projects, but that restriction should have benefits as well. A
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stable, well-engineered grid of instruments would be well suited for a less turbulent
environment as is seen in the strong currents of the Gulf Stream. With proper spatial
planning and energy dispensing, even the low-action area of the Gulf coast can become
an unending supply of energy. Also with the Gulf coast being lower priority for such
projects; it gives more time for engineering progress to be made, and for developmental
strategy, such as this research, to become a source for sitting new projects and evaluating
pertinent criteria.
The research presented here will serve the Gulf coast states in conceptual offshore
ocean current energy projects. Being able to spatially site potential project locations
based on several factors will prove that existing databases and data collection have been
put to good use. The value of this research will be providing tangible locations for new
offshore energy projects, preventing others from having to do a bulk of the research
involved. The most important aspect might be that with such research, there will be a
sample framework that ties together all the oceanographic, economic, and demographic
data into a GIS, proving that renewable energy projects are a viable solution to the
region, as well as a viable solution to decreasing our dependence on foreign, diminishing
resources. •Using pre-existing tools and data also vastly reduces time and costs associated
with a large study. Much has already been spent and invested into the preliminary
products and datasets; using such products proves how scientific ingenuity and
collaboration can make for good future investment of national resources.
Future Research
By estimating the full power needs of Gulf Coast county residence and
businesses, one could research and determine the best sites for power distribution,
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efficiently meeting supply and demand. In addition, shore-side development includes
having a working knowledge of the power grid, and knowing the capabilities and
requirements for relaying, receiving, and disbursing any off-shore renewable energy. The
location of infrastructure should be determined based on similar site suitability studies.
By creating and implementing a geodatabase, this study focused only on the marine
spatial planning and geographic feasibility for renewable offshore energy projects, and
planning would become more complete when integrating the onshore aspect. With
regards to discussion of research questions, it is prudent to include expected electrical
demand and plans for new processing plants, distribution points, and smart grid growth.
Government jurisdictions and legalities are important for revenue sharing or
determination of property rights, as well as coming up with resolutions for conflicting
interests.
A couple aspects of this research that are not satisfied are the lack of attention
given to variable seaward distances of acceptable lease blocks, and the variation in wind
speed estimates that exist. Dependent on the spatial and temporal scale that wind
estimates are derived from, potential power estimates can easily change. Future research
on wind speeds could include satellite-based or offshore tower-based wind data collection
at each chosen block, allowing for better wind speed and potential power estimation. For
the variation in distance from each acceptable block to the shore, distance calculations are
needed. The home station that feeds an electrical grid is not typically on the beachfront,
therefore, the cabling that runs from sea to shore needs more exact distance calculation,
allowing for derivation of power decay in the cabling. Gaining more knowledge on all
aspects of offshore wind development will aid in a successful and more reliable endeavor.
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APPENDIX
NOTICE OF DATA USE
The annual average offshore wind speed (for Texas and Louisiana) at the 90
meter height is from GIS data developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
("NREL"), which is operated by the Alliance for Sustainable Energy, LLC for the U.S.
Department of Energy ("DOE"). The user"is granted the right, without any fee or cost, to
use, copy, modify, alter, enhance and distribute this data for any purpose whatsoever,
provided that this entire notice appears in all copies of the data. Further, the user of this
data agrees to credit NREL in any publications or software that incorporate or use the
data. Access to and use of the GIS data shall further impose the following obligations on
the User. The names DOE/NREL may not be used in any advertising or publicity to
endorse or promote any product or commercial entity using or incorporating the GIS data
unless specific written authorization is obtained from DOE/NREL. The User also
understands that DOE/NREL shall not be obligated to provide updates, support,
consulting, training or assistance of any kind whatsoever with regard to the use ofthe
GIS data. THE GIS DATA IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL DOE/NREL BE LIABLE
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY
DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CLAIMS
AS SOCIATED WITH THE LOSS OF DATA OR PROFITS, WHICH MAY RESULT
FROM AN ACTION IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
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CLAIM THAT ARISES OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE ACCESS OR
USE OF THE GIS OATA. The User acknowledges that access to the GIS data is subject
to U.S. Export laws and regulations and any use or transfer ofthe GIS data must be
authorized under those regulations. The User shall not use, distribute, transfer, or transmit
GIS data or any products incorporating the GIS data except in compliance with U.S.
export regulations. If requested by DOE/NREL, the User agrees to sign written
assurances and other export-related documentation as may be required to comply with
U.S. export regulations.
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